
 Valued Customer,

Here are some text instructions we have prepared to assist you in assembly. Please do 
not hesitate to call if we can be of further assistance.

Your Team at Bird Cages 4 Less!
1-888-CAGE-4-LESS (224-3453)

Banyan Line - Kapoho Assembly Instructions:

1 - Main Assembly:
Assemble the five main panels (3 front panels and 2 sides). Some panels have threaded 
inserts so you do not need nuts. Align the panel with inserts to the panel with bolt holes - 
insert bolt through panel with bolt holes and thread in to adjoining panel with inserts. 
Repeat for all panels. The top panel attaches the same way.

2 - Feeders:
Attach the feeder rings to the feeder doors. The bracket on the feeder ring is threaded so 
again you do not need nut. Place the short stubby bolt though the outside of the feeder 
door and place the feeder ring on the inside - the bolts will thread right into the bracket - 
then insert bowls.

3 - Seed Guards:
You will see five clips. These are not necessary. The seed guards used to be attached 
with these, but now there are holes to bolts the seed guards together with (the clips would 
always loosen and fall off). First insert the see guard posts in the corresponding holes on 
the horizontal bracket - the seed guards should be placed so that the lip is down (smooth 
end up). Tilt the seed guards up until they meet at the corner and then bolt together (small 
bolts and nuts).

4 - Casters:
Casters either bolt in or slip into the inserts in the legs (depending on the style you have).

5 - Bottom grates and pans slide in on runners, which are attached to the left side and 
front panels - the angled ends attach to the front.

6 - Install the lock with the lever part on the door.

Enjoy your cage!
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